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Abstract—In Complex Event Processing (CEP), continuous
streams of information are analyzed to deduce useful insights
from the incoming data. CEP can be implemented using rule-
based systems. These are systems which are used to act upon
states in which an object domain can be. It does so by providing
facts that represent that object domain and rules that describe
when certain actions must happen. In order to determine this, a
rule interpreter is used to find the rules that match the available
facts. A widely used example of such an interpreter is the
Rete algorithm. However, since Rete was first introduced in the
seventies, changes to the algorithm are needed to make it relevant
to today’s standards in CEP. One of those changes is the support
for deployment in a cloud setting or on a computer cluster to
enhance the processing performance. Previous research describes
a distributed variant of the Rete algorithm which distributes the
workload across a computer cluster. Inescapably, distributing
the work over different machines introduces additional meta-
concerns such as load balancing and fault tolerance.

In this paper, we claim that the complexity of maintaining
CEP systems can be reduced by disentangling these meta-
concerns from the base application. We introduce a meta Rete
system called Mete. Mete reasons about, and intercedes in, a
distributed base Rete network. Mete allows programmers to add
and modify meta-concerns such as auditing, fault tolerance, load
balancing, or logging, without requiring any modification to the
base application code.

Index Terms—CEP, Meta Programming, Rete, Rule-based
Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world enterprises continuously generate a sub-
stantial amount of data. This leads to never ending streams
of information. Yet, the true potential of having this data is
only reached when it is analysed; processing data allows en-
terprises to gain useful insights. This is where Complex Event
Processing, or CEP, comes into play. CEP is a method of
analyzing continuous streams of data and deriving conclusions
based on them [1]. The data itself concerns actions that happen
in the scope of the enterprise. These data points are called
events. A combination of events is called a complex event.
Complex events are typically some situation, opportunity or
threat to the enterprise that must be acted upon. Hence, when
complex event gets detected, a certain action is executed as a
consequence.

One way of implementing Complex Event Processing is by
using a rule-based approach [2]. In rule-based CEP systems,
declarative rules are used to identify complex events. Declar-
ative rules are combinations of a pattern and a consequent;
when input data matches the pattern, the consequent should
be executed. In order to determine which rules are matched
by the available facts, a rule interpreter is needed [3].

A widely used example of such an interpreter is the Rete
algorithm [4]. Rete is used to efficiently match many facts to
many patterns. However, the traditional algorithm was devel-
oped for single-threaded use. This means that the algorithm
does not specify how to take advantage of the additional
compute power of multi-core computers or computer clusters.
This problem was tackled by [5] who adapted the algorithm
to operate on a machine consisting of a large number of
processing elements, each with its own local storage. Another
extension based on this by [6], introduced the distributed
rule-based CEP system CloudParte. Such distributed variants
of Rete made it possible to scale up rule processing by
distributing the work over different machines.

However, a distributed variant of the Rete algorithm comes
with a new set of challenges. Examples of such challenges
are making the algorithm resistant to partial failures of the
computer cluster and implementing a load balancing technique
to evenly distribute the work over the different machines.
These challenges are all meta-concerns. Ideally, implementing
and modifying solutions to these challenges should be done in
such a way that the application logic is left unaffected. By dis-
entangling the concerns, adaptive and perfective maintenance
[7] could be significantly simplified.

So far, there is no abstract and general way to tackle
the meta-concerns of a distributed rule-based CEP system.
While the declarative nature of rule-based systems naturally
lends itself to disentangling the meta-concerns from the base
application logic, current rule based systems impose a hard
line between the declarative rules and their implementation.
While changes to the application logic require rewriting the
declarative rules, user demands for enhancements and ex-
tensions to the rule-based system require rewriting elements
of the rule-based system’s core implementation. In practice



this entails that modifications are implemented by writing
software in the rule-based system’s implementation language.
For far-reaching concerns such as distribution, fault tolerance,
and load balancing, this requires the programmer to fully
understand the entire code base of the rule-based system.

We propose to instead tackle such meta-concerns using
a meta Rete protocol. Through such a meta Rete protocol,
programmers can introspect the workings of a rule-based
system, and intercede in its workings. Crucially, the meta Rete
protocol is exposed to the rule-based language as logical facts
and actions which can be invoked from the consequent of a
rule matching.

We developed a prototypical meta Rete system called Mete.
Mete provides an abstract and general way to make extensions
to a distributed CEP system based on the Rete algorithm. The
novelty of Mete is that it introduces a second Rete network,
called the meta Rete network. The meta Rete network reasons
about the distributed base Rete network. This enables us to
write meta rules which can make fundamental changes to the
base Rete network in a declarative manner, which reduces
the burden of maintenance and configuration. Tackling other
meta-concerns, or modifying the existing solutions, can be
done without having to touch — nor know the details of —
either the base application logic or the rule-based system’s
implementation.

Section II describes the architecture of Mete. In section IV
we sketch an evaluation of our prototype. In order to validate
our system, we implement the meta-concern of fault tolerance
using only declarative meta-rules. To verify that the system
is indeed fault tolerant, we run it with and without induced
failures, and confirm that the results computed by the base
Rete are unaffected by partial failures of the computer cluster
it runs on.

II. ARCHITECTURE

The Rete algorithm was initially designed for single-
threaded use. However, these days we are dealing with data on
too large a scale too tackle that way. Much more processing
power can be brought to bear by running workloads on
multiple cores or even multiple machines. This is why variants
of Rete were introduced that can be parallelized [8]–[12]
or distributed across a computer cluster [5], [6]. All those
systems must take care of the additional challenges that present
themselves in a parallel or distributed context. For instance, the
algorithm must be made resource-aware. For distributed cases,
the algorithm must be made resistant against partial failures
of the hardware.

Our work expands on the distributed Rete system Cloud-
Parte [6]. CloudParte splits up a Rete network and spreads
the Rete nodes among multiple machines that are part of the
computer cluster CloudParte runs on. CloudParte provides the
means for asynchronously exchanging messages between the
Rete nodes. However, CloudParte’s solution to the challenges
of a distributed setting are hard-coded. Extending its capa-
bilities, or changing the trade-offs that were made, requires

modifications to its core implementation. This is cumbersome
and error-prone, and discourages maintenance and adaptation.

In order to facilitate evolving CloudParte’s code base, we
introduce a meta Rete system called Mete. Mete extends a
CloudParte system by providing a secondary Rete network.
In this secondary Rete network, meta-concerns of the base
Rete network are reified as logical facts. Logical rules in this
secondary Rete network hence reasons about the base Rete
network, effectively constituting a meta Rete network. We refer
to the rules of the meta Rete network as meta rules. The facts
in the meta Rete network are called meta facts.

More concretely, the meta facts describe how the distributed
base Rete network is structured. For example, they define
which nodes are present in the base system and on which ma-
chine they are located. The meta Rete network is responsible
for spawning the base Rete network, restoring failed nodes,
and relocating nodes to balance the load.

When Mete initializes, it first spawns the meta Rete network
on a single machine, called the master machine. Then, the
distributed base Rete program is parsed and compiled into
meta facts representing it. Next, the meta facts are passed to
the meta Rete network. Since the initial situation is merely an
exceptional case of a valid configuration — all nodes of the
base Rete are present but none are scheduled on a machine —
the meta Rete can perform its function by spawning the base
Rete network on the different machines.

Not all meta rules are devoted to spawning the base Rete
network. Some meta rules can, e.g., implement checkpointing
strategies. In general, meta rules provide solutions to any user
requirement that might present themselves in the future.

Summarized, the system contains two active Rete networks,
shown in fig. 1:

1) The first network is the meta Rete network which has the
distributed base Rete network as its object domain. Meta
rules allow to describe situations that the distributed base
Rete network can be in. These rules make it possible to
influence and extend the behavior of that base network.
This means that the base Rete network’s behavior can
be adapted according to new requirements, which means
that the algorithm can evolve without knowing a priori
what these requirements are.

2) The second network is the base Rete network. The
base Rete network reasons about a specific application
domain, e.g., a supermarket’s customers and their pur-
chases. The base Rete network can be distributed across
multiple physical machines, in which case we refer to it
as the distributed base Rete network.

III. A META RETE INTERFACE

The meta Rete network implements a specific meta Rete in-
terface. This interface specifies which constructs are available
to user-defined meta rules. User-defined meta rules provide a
way for application developers to extend and configure the
CEP system. They reason about meta facts, i.e., facts that
represent the state and structure of the distributed base Rete
network.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the architecture of Mete.

The meta interface consists of two parts. First, there are the
meta facts produced by the rule engine. These can be matched
as logical facts by the user-defined meta rules. Second, there
are the meta facts that are understood by the rule engine.
These can be asserted into — or retracted from — the rule
engine’s knowledge base by user-defined meta rules. The
former enables the meta-rules to respond to the state of the
rule engine. The latter enables meta-rules to modify the state
of the rule engine.

The meta facts by which the state of the rule engine can
be inspected, are shown in Listing 1. They are divided in five
different categories:

Architecture patterns match meta facts which represent the
structure of the distributed base Rete network. For ex-
ample, line 2 shows a pattern of a Node meta fact.
This pattern matches every Rete node that is part of
the distributed Rete network, since each such node is
represented in the knowledge base by a Node meta fact.
Another example is the pattern describing Edge meta
facts, shown on lines 7 and 8. This pattern matches the
meta facts of all edges that connects two Rete nodes of
the distributed base Rete network.

Timing patterns match TimerElapsed meta facts. The pres-
ence of a TimerElapsed meta fact in the knowledge base
indicates that a certain timers threshold has elapsed.

Info patterns match meta facts containing additional infor-
mation about a base Rete node that is not related to
its structure. A concrete example are LoadCheck meta
facts. These communicate the amount of facts that the
corresponding base Rete node forwarded to its succes-
sor(s). Info meta facts can for example be useful for
implementing a load-balancing strategy.

Snapshotting patterns match meta facts that are related to
snapshotting [13] the state of the different Rete networks.

Wildcard patterns are all patterns that are automatically
matched exactly once, when the system gets started.
Wildcard patterns can be used to initialize components
of the meta Rete network, or to initialize the distributed
base Rete network when the system gets started.

1 Architecture
2 [Node (id: NodeId)]
3 [AlphaNode (id: NodeId)]
4 [BetaNode (id: NodeId)]
5 [NodeF (node_id: NodeID, f: Fct]
6 [NodeInputs (node_id: NodeId, sides: Sides)]]
7 [Edge (from_id: FromNodeId, to_id: ToNodeId,
8 side: Side)]
9 [NodePid (node_id: NodeID, node_pid: NodePid)]

10 [ManagerPid (manager_id: ManagerId,
11 manager_pid: ManagerPid)]
12 [Location (node_id: NodeId, manager_id: ManagerID)]
13

14 Timing
15 [TimerElapsed (timer_id: TimerId)]
16

17 Info
18 [LoadCheck (id: NodeId, output_log_size: OutputLogSize)]
19

20 Snapshotting
21 [Snapshot (id: NodeId, timestamp: Timestamp,
22 sides: Sides, output_log: OutputLog)]
23 [AgendaSnapshot (timestamp: Timestamp,
24 activations: Activations)]
25

26 Wildcard
27 [_ ()]

Listing 1. Patterns of meta facts that can be matched in the patterns of user-
defined meta rules.

The meta facts by which the rule engine’s state can be
modified, are shown in Listing 2. To modify the state, meta
facts matching these patterns can be asserted into the rule
engine’s knowledge base — or retracted from the knowledge
base. There are three categories of meta facts by which the
rule engine’s state can be modified:
Timing meta facts make or remove timers. When a Re-

questTimer meta fact gets asserted a timer is created.
Whenever the specified time is up, a TimerElapsed meta
fact (described previously) is asserted into the knowledge
base.

Info meta facts serve a similar role, but instead of requesting
timer events, they request state-introspection meta facts
from the Info category.

Snapshotting meta facts request different kinds of snapshots
to be made. Line 8 shows the meta fact RequestSnapshot
that when asserted, fires a built-in meta rule that will
assert a Snapshot meta fact (described previously). Line 9
shows the RequestMetaSnapshot that when asserted, fires
built-in meta rules that take a snapshot of the meta Rete
network itself, and stores it to persistent storage.

1 Timing
2 [RequestTimer (timer_id: TimerId, ms: Ms)]
3

4 Info
5 [RequestLoadCheck (node_id: NodeId)]
6

7 Snapshotting
8 [RequestSnapshot (node_id: NodeId)]
9 [RequestMetaSnapshot ()]

Listing 2. Patterns of meta facts that can be asserted in the consequents of
user-defined meta rules.
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Fig. 2. Throughput (in activations per 5 second interval) with a simulated
failure of entire distributed Rete network.

IV. EVALUTION

In order to validate Mete, we implemented fault tolerance
as a set of user-defined rules, using only the meta Rete API
from section III. Together, these meta rules ensure that any
node involved in either the distributed base Rete network or
the meta Rete network can fail without influencing what the
rule engine detects. For space constraints and to limit the
scope of this paper — we introduce a meta Rete interface,
not fault tolerance — we do not list the exact set of meta
rules by which we implemented fault tolerance. The gist is
as follows: each situation in which a fault of a component
would lead to a global failure is handled by one or more
user-defined rules. These make sure that each node (Node)
is regularly (RequestTimer/TimerElapsed) persisted (Request-
Snapshot/RequestMetaSnapshot), and respawn the nodes with
that state after a crash.

We conducted an experiment where 5000 facts were sent
to the base Rete network, which contains a rule which fires
whenever one of those facts arrives. That base rule hence fires
exactly 5000 times. After a delay of five seconds, we induce a
failure in all the nodes of the distributed base Rete network. As
fig. 2 shows, the user-defined meta rules succeed in respawning
the base Rete nodes. After the induced failure, no base rule
fires for a period of fifty seconds. After this period, the rule
gets fired again until all 5000 activations took place. This
demonstrates that our system is robust against crashes of the
distributed base Rete network.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose an abstract and general way of
extending the capabilities of rule-based systems running on the
Rete algorithm in a distributed setting. Previously, extending
the algorithm had to be done by manually adding language-
specific code directly into the implementation. However, this
approach is undesirable because it lacks the advantages that
stem from suitable software maintenance techniques such as
perfective maintenance.

We introduce Mete, a meta Rete system that reasons about a
base Rete network by means of a set of special rules and facts.
The architecture of Mete contains two active Rete networks.
The distributed base Rete network is reasons about the object
domain of the application via facts and user-defined rules.
Mete then provides a meta Rete network — a non-distributed
network that reasons about the base Rete network using meta
facts and meta rules. The distributed base Rete network is
represented by meta facts, describing its state and structure.
Built-in meta rules are provided that can match these meta
facts. The meta rules describe the extensions to the behavior of
the distributed base Rete network. We validate our approach by
enforcing fault tolerance in a distributed rule-based system. By
introducing Mete, perfective maintenance is improved since
it offers an abstract and general way of extending the Rete
algorithm.
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